Abstract-In this paper, we show how it is possible to obtain a walk -Standup -walk cycle with a biped robot using only a state machine controller. This work is a continuation of another in which the same approach was used to control the walking gait of the same robot. We introduce four critical angles that affect robot speed and step length. Our control approach consists of two control levels. The low level is a PID controller and the high level is a Dynamic Walking Algorithm, inspired from human locomotion, which tunes the PD controllers and im pose the reference signals based on the walking which increases walk stability. This method could be easily implemented in real time because it needs acceptable calculation time. We validated the control approach to a dynamic simulation of our 14DOF biped called ROBIAN. We prove that we can maintain robot walking and stopping stability and walk cycle's repetition without referencing a predefined trajectory or detecting the center of pressure. Results show that the walk of the biped is very similar to human one.
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Results show that the walk of the biped is very similar to human one.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biorobotics research seeks to develop new robotic technologies modeled after the performance of human and animal neuromuscular systems. These techniques lead to complex control strategies. The implementation of such control approaches in biped walking robot did not enhance the robot locomotion to mimic the human one. In addition, those techniques required many mechanical customization or simplifications. Those customizations contributed to a nonhuman model. However, observation of human walking let one assumes that this walk is seemingly simple. Walking inspiration from human being could be done by trying to mimic natural human locomotion on many different ways. The more common methods are those based on biologically inspired control approaches using neural oscillators as a central pattern generator (CPG) and reflexive control [1] [2] [3] . The best advantage of this method is its ability to learn through interaction with the environment. However, manual tuning of the oscillators parameters is required. In addition, many parameter optimization techniques were developed. In addition, many parameter optimization techniques were developed, but for the price of increased computational effort along with the increase of the state 978-1-4244-2822-9/08/$25.00 ©2008 IEEE space dimension. Other method like Passive dynamic walking approach and its extension to active feedback [4] - [7] , [9] - [16] This approach is attractive for its elegance and simplicity, active feedback control is necessary to achieve walking on level ground and varying slopes, robustness to uncertainties and disturbances, and to regulate walking speed, from which we inspired some notion of passive control. Another approach proposed by Sabourin et al. [8] , is based on a control strategy that allows the transition of velocities for the dynamic walk of an under actuated twodimensional robot without using a reference trajectory and by simple succession of active and passive phases. Tracking of optimal reference trajectories [17] [18] is based on the analysis of the variations of angles, velocity, and acceleration of human locomotion and trying to reproduce them on robots. This method has many drawbacks. First, to mimic human the robot dimensions should be customized to the model. Secondly this method cannot give the robot the possibility to adapt itself to the surrounding environment.
None of those methods had the possibility to be extended for standing-up the biped robot after a walking cycle and to let the robot walk again after this standing-up phase in a stable way. The work presented in this paper comes after a previous one [29] in which we show how to use a simple description technique based on a Petri-Net algorithm to control a biped robot to walk infinitely without falling, in a similar way to humans. A full comparison between human walking angles and that of our robot was presented and discussed. Here, we propose to mimic human motion based on critical points we extracted from human locomotion in order to control the biped robot to stand-up after a stable and dynamic walking cycle and to let it walk again. Because the proposed technique is not based on following a predefined trajectory, this will give the robot the possibility to adapt itself to the surrounding environment. This paper is organized as follows: In section II, a description of the control technique is discussed in details along with a description of the robot and the simulator used. In section III, implementation of the control algorithm and the results obtained will be presented in detail. In section IV, a discussion of the results obtained is being developed. This paper concludes with a perspective for further work.
II. CONTROL APPROACH FOR WALKING
The proposed control diagram of all the robot actuators is given in Fig.l . It consists of two levels: the low level control designated by the PID controller and the high level control designated by the Dynamic Walking Algorithm, which tunes Leg corresponds to Stance or Swing leg. Phase corresponds to one of the eights walking phases described in [21 ] , [22] , [23] , [24] . Actuator corresponds to Hip, Knee and Ankle. Notice that, in Transversal Plan (T plan), we are not taking into account hip movement because internal rotation movement of the human leg is negligible. We assume that the leg is not doing any rotation.
B. PD Controllers parameters
It should be noticed that all the motors are drove by PD controllers with the predefined angles as desired angles. A general equation of each PD controller of each actuator T is given below:
r~~fzJGtor =KC~~~::ltor *(Bd -(};~fuat()r) + Kd~;~~tor *(iJd -iJt~wtor) (1) apparatus of human being in 3 plans (sagital "S", frontal "F" and transversal "T") [25] , [26] . These angles could be summarized as follows ( 
A. Robot walking parameters
The work on human locomotion done by, Viel [21] , Bouisset [22] , Allard [23] , and Winter [24] allows us to identify the major properties in the human walking that influence step length, velocity, and equilibrium in a dynamic walk. The full human walking cycle described in [21] , [22] , [23] , and [24] , can be divided into eight phases. The functionality of each phase can be depicted with respect to one leg acting first as swing leg and then as stance leg (Fig.  2) . More description of human walking phase could be found in our previous article [29] . What is important here is that human locomotion is a succession of passive and active phases [8] . In the same manner, the locomotion of our anthropomorphic robot ROBIAN can be characterized by essential angles inspired from the previous description and defined in reference of the movements of the locomotion Our main motivation for bipedal research concerns a significant contribution to the study of human being locomotion system. For this purpose, a multidegree of freedom biped prototype with flexible feet called ROB IAN (Fig.2) has been developed. ROBIAN is composed of two different parts: a locomotion system (lower limbs) and a torso mechanism (upper part). In this paper, we focus only on the locomotion systems. Each leg has a total of seven DoFs [17] , [18] , three actuated DoFs for the hip, one actuated for the knee, two actuated for the ankle and one passive for the foot providing flexible feet. The total height of robot is 1.50 m, its weight is 30 kg, and modular design was developed.
(2) approach robot speed is controlled by simple variation of B~:x_8 and B1:n_K_8 as described in [29] , and the values of Kc, Kd parameters are changed at each phase.
C. Inspired Control strategy (Walking Phase)
In our control strategy described in details in [29] , the control algorithm is divided into 12 states. States I,3~4~5~6,IO correspond to the swing leg and states 2~7,8,9,II correspond to the stance leg. They will actually happen in the same time if right & left leg motion during a half walking cycle is studied. The initial position is defined when the two legs are in contact with ground and the robot is standing up but one of the legs is behind the other. Applying techniques inspired from human locomotion, Robian dynamic walk can be modeled with a Petri Net Algorithm (Fig. 4) . With this control approach~we obtained previously a infinite walking cycle with a dynamic simulation of ROBIAN builded under OpenHRP (Open Architecture Humanoid Robotics Platform). Fig 5 shows the superposition of ten successive walking phases extracted from a long walk of the biped [29] . The correspondence between the Petri Net Algorithm states and the human walking phases are detailed in [29] . 
III. CONTROL STRATEGY FOR STOP AND WALK CYCLE
In order to stop ROBIAN walk cycle and keep it in a standup stable position, we modified our algorithm in order to introduce a stop phase. This algorithm will start after swing leg touches ground (State 9 in Fig. 4 .). Where we swap stance and swing leg. Starting this point we extend the Stance leg Knee to its maximum in order to propagate the robot forward~same for Swing Leg Knee~so that Swing leg feet will touche ground in approximately the same position as that of the Stance leg. From this point, we start extending upper body by activating right and left hip motors, so that the upper body will be in a vertical position. Left and right ankle motors will be activated in order to follow their corresponding hip angles and therefore keep robot upper body parallel to ground. Once Swing leg feet touches ground, we continue the same process till all corresponding angles reach their destination, and after that we control all robot motors in order to memorize the reached positions. At this time, the robot is in stable standup position for which the distance between right and left legs foot is low. Then, the robot stops and remains standing up in a stable position. From this position we can control the robot to walk again by simple reapplying our walking control techniques previously described in II.C. This contributed to a stable walk-standupwalk cycle. 
A. States description
2. Activate Ankle in order to follow the inverse of the current Hip angle, this will lead to maintaining body parallel to ground: (11) 2. Stabilize Knee:
.fk~s : K~_s *(riLx_K_s -ulls)+KJjcs *(iifax_K_S -iJEs) (12) 3. Stabilize Ankle:
B. Implementation ofcontrol Algorithm on simulated ROB/AN biped
We applied our algorithm on a simulated model of our biped robot ROBIAN developed in the LISV Laboratory University of Versailles in France. Because LISV is involved in the Joint Japanese-French Robotics Laboratory (JRL), the simulator used in this work is OpenHRP (Open Architecture Humanoid Robotics Platform), which is a software platform for dynamic simulation of humanoid robots, developed by AIST, the University of Tokyo and MSTC. The OpenHRP model of the ground/foot contact is based on a spring-damper system. In our simulation, the parameters Kp (spring coefficient) and Cp (damper coefficient) are calculated experimentally: 
2. Extend Knee for moving body forward: tk~S = Kti_S *criLx_K_S -el~s)+K~_S *ciifax_K_S -iJl~s) (6) 3. Keep Ankle free: This work was a first step in our study. Weare working now to validate our approach on the real biped ROBIAN. A 
C. Simulation results
Walking speed and stability is primary influenced by four parameters: B: x _ s affects the robot center of mass position. B~~H S~B~~a;:~_s and B~_knee _xy affect the step length and body propulsion velocity. So~with a simple variation of those four reference angle values~the step length and hence the walking speeds of the robot are controlled [29] . Walking snapshots from 3D space are represented on Fig. 7 . In this simulation we are showing the progression of the walking cycle~from Stand-up right leg in front of left leg to walk to standup left and right leg are in the same position to walking again. Because our aim is to more understand human being locomotion~our biped robot was designed in an anthropomorphic way. Then it could reproduce human gaits with its lower part [18] . This is very important in medical applications~where we need to test different kind of prosthesis on robot before implementing them on humans. Finally~the results obtained rely on the fact that ROBIAN was able to walk infinitely into the simulator without falling [29] . This is due to the continuous control of the PD controllers parameters based on the walking phases~thus based on the joint positions. In order to implement the control algorithm on the real robot ROBIAN~the technological limits of the actuators has been taken into account. First~the power consumption analysis issued from those motors was within the real limits. Then~the value of the motor velocity reduction is changed in order to have the maximum velocity and maximum torque for each motor under the values specified into the datasheet. Stability margin for different referenced angles is summarized in the Table II . In Fig.8 we are showing the joints angle variations for hip~knee and ankle of left and right legs. In Fig.9 we are showing the speed variation of the robot~taking into consideration that the stop phase will start at T=2sec~and finishes at T=8secs.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We achieved our goal in making in simulation the ROBIAN robot walk~Stop and then walk again in 3D. We approached the human walking angles without a lot of complexity in the control. ROBIAN foot has a passive and adjustable flexibility~which highlight the necessity of active and flexible feet. Also the feet land parallel to ground~the swinging leg will have the foot moving as human in the beginning of the swing phase. In passive swing phase~ankle motors were controlled in order to keep the foot parallel to ground. In the active swing phase~the foot was stabilized in this position in order to hit the ground in a way so that the ground reaction forces will be distributed equally on the five foot plots. In order to approach the smoothness of human neuromuscular commands~a muscle model created by Serhan et al. [28] is added to ROBIAN low level control stage. This model is based on a PID controller and a DC motor. Hence~it will be easily integrated into our control next work will concern perturbations effects on robot stability during the walking phase and the stop phase on irregular terrain. The third step concerns implementing our muscle model [28] in ROBIAN for introducing active compliance. In conclusion, the proposed approach, allows us to achieve Robian dynamic walking and standup similar to human being.
